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City Financial Crisis Hurting Student Center 
By WF:NJlY NICOLLS 
Cuts incurred by the New York 
City financial crisis have had a 
traumatic effect on the lack of 
security and the inevitabl e 
deterioration of the Gould Student 
Center. As of last June, day 
manager Peter Velez, and evening 
manager Ed Freeberg, with the 
assistance of several concerned 
students have been forced to 
assume total responsibility for the 
maintenance of Gould Student 
Center, to ensure its existence and 
productive service to the students 
of Bronx Community College. 
Task Force Devised 
The decrease in the full custodial 
service has slashed maintenance 
personnel to a meager two and a 
half, ac~.:ording to Velez. This 
reduction in service has forced 
Velez and Freeberg to employ ten 
responsible students in an effort 
to compensate for the gaps in per-
sonnel. They have apportioned the 
work into task forces devised to. 
ensure that some of the plans are 
carried out. However, while task 
forces are covering one area of 
need, another area is being 
neglected . This of course, is at-
tributable to the lack of manpower 
to cover these spots in the center. 
June 1977 marked the beginning 
of the re s toration and 
rehabilitation of the Gould Student 
Center according to Peter Velez. He 
cited that the mere $15,000 
allocated to the st udent center 
doesn't match the horrendous 
repairs that have to be made to 
make the center a suitable place for 
the students of Bronx Community 
College. 
$4,000 Paint Job 
Of the innumerable repairs that 
must be completed, the estimatd 
$4,000 paint job in Gould Student 
Center has yet .to be finished. So the 
students, Velez, and Freeberg will 
resume painting the center until the 
job's complete. 
Brown Speaks Out on CBS Access: 
Remediation and Tuition 
Problems Discussed 
By ROBERT CIULLA 
"'Roscoe C. Brown, lr ., the newly-elected president of Bronx Community College, spoke 
at great length on issues pertaining to remediation at BCC and the CUNY financial crisis on 
the October 15th edition of the WCBS radio program, "Access" which also featured 
Hostos Community College president Anthony Santiago as a guest. 
Jvfodcratcd by WCBS new.~ people who have been penalized by assistance program and BEOG, 
reporter Irene Cornell, Brown, society conditions shouldn't be and students who arc extremely 
spea king on admissions to CUNY this is where the role of the wm- deprived e~.:onomically reall y don't 
co lleges based on a st udent 's munitycollegecomesin . have to pay anyth ing, he says they 
reading index, stated "that if you Brown stated that under the have enough to live on and go to 
take the traditional reading scores community college law, any high school. "The people who get 
of the youngsters graduating from school grad uate can attend a caught in the middle," says Brown, 
the New York City high schools, community college. He sa id that "arc those whose incomes were not 
the median level for them is about some student s ha ve fa irl y good at the lowest level s, but between the 
the eighth or ninth grade," he ability when they first come to the middle level and the lowest level 
continued, "it's true because of the 
se lec tion process in the CUNY 
system, the senior colleges ge t the 
more abled students and the 
community colleges with the ex-
ception of those that arc oriented 
toward careers tend to get students 
who have lower level s of reading 
performance." 
Community College Responsibility · 
Brown said that one of the main 
jobs of the community college is to 
bring those st udent s whose reading 
and mathematics levels arc below 
normal, ur to and past levels that 
they might have had had they gone 
to one of the top high schools. He 
said "that a considerable amount 
of our resources, possibly upwards 
of 35 rer cent of our budget is spent 
on what would normally be called 
remediation work." Rrown con-
tinued , "that is essential, because it 
is my belief the students didn't 
achieve poorly because they didn 't 
have the ability, I believe this came 
about because of the social 
situations in which they li ved, the 
economic si tuation and the general 
upheaval that exists in public 
schools today ." He feel s that 
community college, "but ," he went 
on, "many have a number of 
problems in reading and math . The 
purpose of the remedial and 
support courses is to bring them to 
the level that when they graduate, 
or, if they're transferring, they can 
compete." He said there is a third 
year transfer exam that students 
have to take that requires a twelfth 
grade rcadi•' •'. level. The aim of the 
community college Brmvn said is to 
prepare students for no matter 
what post community college 
endeavors they get into, be it on the 
job marke t or continuing their 
education . 
Effects of tuition 
When asked about the im -
position of tuition and the effect it 
has had on the make up of the 
students, BrO\vn said that he was 
unable to make a valid judgment 
on that since he has only been 
president of BCC for two months, 
but said in his view, "the im-
position oft uit ion has not seriously 
limited serious students from 
various economic backgrounds 
from attending the City Univer-
sity." The reason for this according 
to Brown is that between the tuition 
and many of those have probably 
not attended the City University 
sys tem because of tuition ." 
Requirements could change 
Hostos president Santiago stated 
on thi s matter that he has seen 
somewhat or a change and said, 
"at the moment it would appear 
that it hasn't had that much of an 
effect. For example, at Hostos we 
have the lowest student income 
group, that is 87°/o of our students 
qualify for financial assistance . 
However, I personally believe, 
along with many of us in the 
university, that the imposition of 
tuition is a highly regressive step, 
because we sec the danger that 
slowly those requirements for 
financial aid will be changed." He 
gave as an example the question of 
grades and reading levels and sa id 
that these factors could become an 
issue at any time. Santiago posed 
th e question: " What if a 
requirement for receiving financial 
assistance were that you had to 
have a twelfth grade reading 
level?" He believes the imposition 
of this requirement would wipe out 
the majority of community college 
(Continued on Pa~e 5l 
Also this past summer V elcz, 
Prceberg, and crew made other 
adjustments but on a much 
sma ller sca le: reparation and 
reinforcement of the unhinged 
cafeteria doors so they would 
remain locked when closed; in-
stallation of door stops to doors of 
of~ccs and lounges; on the 2nd 
floor, furniture from two rooms 
were combined to make one lounge 
and one room for activities; repairs 
also had to be made on furniture. 
Any grooming or maintenance ts 
also executed by the task forces. 
Velez, and Freeberg respectively. 
Freeberg Offers Help 
Freeberg has designated himself 
to the purch<l$ing of cleaning and 
maintenance .supplies, which he 
himscl f transports to school in his 
car . Those supplies which are too 
large to fit into his car are deliver-
ed at a later date. 
There still exists necessities which 
will be neglected either because of 
inadequate funds or inadequate 
manpower: for instance, the 
estimated $90,000 cost for :he 
deterioration of the Hall of Fame 
Playhouse lighting sys tem. An 
altcrnat ive would be to close the 
playhouse, however, the inherent 
loss would be disastrOus since so 
many cultural events emanate from 
there. 
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Alumni Disco Party 
Celebrates BCC's 20th 
Birthday 
As part of a week long 
celebration, commemorating the 
20th year anniversary of the 
founding of Bronx Community 
College, the Alumni Association 
held a disco-get together last Friday 
night, October 14. Despite the 
rainy weather and the World 
Series, over 300 people attended the 
event. There was dancing, cartoon 
shows, a chance to sign the giant 
BCC Birthday Card, and drawings 
for the various prizes in the Alumni 
Contest. 
The first prize winner, taking 
home the Moped, was Dr . Bernard 
Witlieb from the English Depart-
ment , who bought the winning 
chance only hours before . 
gift was drawn from dollar bills 
collected during the evening on 
which the entrant had written his or 
her name . The winner of \his 
"Instant Money" was a very happy 
Otis Windley. 
All the prizes were drawn around 
midnight, following a fabulous 
performance by l.arnette Butler, 
accompanied on piano by Denton 
Darion. 
The Alumni Association wi shes 
to thank John and Loretta of the 
Horn & Hardart Food Service, who 
donat.ed their valuable time; to Ken 
Kephart of W!lCC Radio Station, 
whose staff made the evening a 
success through their tireless efforts 
as DJ's - most especially Howard 
Witlieb on his way to class. 
Other pri ze winners were: 
Cynthia Bullock, winning the 40 
Channel CB Radio for second 
prize; Oneida Garcia, winning the 
Instant Camera for third prize; and 
Esther Rosado, winning the fourth 
prize of a two-slice toaster. There 
were to other prizes drawn, a door 
prize gift of champagne, and an 
"Instant Money Prize". The last 
Vines- and to Dolores J . Bullard, 
Dean of Students, who, in her 
capacity as Alumni Advisory Board 
Chairperson, hosted the event. 
All in all, a good time was had by 
everyone, and the Alumni 
Association looks forward to 
bringing more such events to the 
College and its Alumni. 
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Smoke Gets in Your Eyes 
The Gould Student Center has suffered severely in the 
wake of the city financial crisis and the BCC budget crisis, 
but, it no doubt continues to function and provide vital 
services to the students of this college. 
As a function of the college where each student pays 
$35.00 a semester for its operation, we as students could put 
more time and effort into the maintaining of the center, after 
all, you wouldn't spend $35.00 for a pair of pants and hang 
them in the closet as a show piece. 
The cafeteria floors are constantly left dirty. In fact I 
witnessed a day last week when the cafeteria's floors were 
left so dirty, that you could barely see the floors through the 
garbage. Keep in mind that this was 8:00 in the evening. 
Marijuana smoking is also commonplace in the center. and it 
seems as if pot smokers have literally taken the law into their 
own hands. 
No consideration is given to non-pot smokers and the 
many people who suffer from all sorts of ailments that any 
kind of smoking could disturb. We are not condoning or 
promoting the use of Marijuana, but what we are saying is 
that the public places-be it the student center or anywhere 
else should be kept free for everyone. We should all extend 
this courtesy to one another, after all, that's what a free 
system is all about. 
No matter how you look at it, whether we smoke, drink, 
take drugs, it has an impact on the body, no matter how big 
or how small. If people wish to do this, that is fine, but when 
it comes in the way of people who may not want any part of 
it, it is wrong. We say, do your thing and be happy, but don't 
do it when it interferes with the rights of somebody else. 
A little respect for the other person will add to a cleaner, 
healthier atmosphere in the student center. It just takes a 
little caring. If you don't care about yourself, nobody else is 
going to care about you. What does it take to keep the 
student center clean? It takes a little bit of caring and respect 
on the part of the people who use it. Or, are we just 
vegetables without any regard for anything? Special mention 
should be given to the students this past summer who 
devoted their time to painting and cleaning the center. With 
this kind of caring we will survive in this world. Without it, 
there won't be anything to hold us together. 
In the October 13th issue of the Communicator, the following mention 
was not made : all pictures except page one (Roscoe Brown) page 2, 3, 6, 
and 8 were copyright (c) 1977 Bronx Community Coil..:ge. 
I Letters To The Editor I 
To the Editor : 
I want to take this brief op-
portunity to thank everyone at' 
Bronx Community College who 
were so kind to me during the last 
few months in my time of trial. 
Your patience and faith made a 
difficult time more bearable. I only 
wish there was more I could do to 
show my appreciation; but my 
heartfelt "thank you" will have to 
do. 
Sincerely, 
Estelle Kaufman 
In the last edition of the Com-
municator, an article in "Letters to 
the Editor" appealed to students to 
volunteer their services to di sturbed 
Bronx children, age 5 thru 16, with 
the chance for school credit. 
Regretfully the article went to 
print leaving out the agency's 
name .... It is the Bronx 
Childrens' Psychiatric Center, 
located at 1000 Water Place, 
Bronx, N.Y. Zipcode 10461, 
Telephone 931-9510. 
To the agency, we humbly 
apologize for the omission. 
onsensus 
. By JOY BROWN 
and AUDREY KATZ 
The Question: What changes do 
~Dear Doc 
11 Concerned and Puzzled 
8) HR. ALLAN WOLK, COLLEGE OMBlJDSMAN* 
Hear Hoc, 
II 
What' s going on at the college? We hear instructors talking about a new 
administration? How will thi s affect us, the st udent s? 
you think could be made to im- Dear Concerned, 
prove Gould Student Center? 
-Concerned 
"It seems as though many people 
choose to leave their garbage on the 
tables instead of putting it into the 
garbage cans. Is it because there are 
not enough cans or are the people 
too lazy?" 
Denham Gouldbourne 
"Some improvement could be 
done on the cafeteria, for example, 
keeping it cleaner and providing 
more of a variety of food ." 
Vince Conner 
"First of all they could put more 
of a variety of foods in the 
ca feteria. Also, they have large 
trash cans that never seem to get 
emptied. They need some help and 
I ' II apply for the job if it pays 
enough ." 
Angie Gomes 
"The only place I 'vc been is in 
the cafeteria and I don't care for it 
because it is too congested, dirty 
and I don't like eating in dirt. 
Compared to the environment the 
prices should be lower." 
"It would be nice if the wholt 
place was kept cleaner and you 
could hear yourself think. Also, the 
cafeteria should be used for people 
who need to come in and eat and 
not for card playing." 
In a conversa tion with the new President, Dr. Roscoe Brown, I was told 
that he completely support s the Office of the Ombudsman, and will strive 
to give our student s the best poss ible education. Let's hope he can tra n-
slate his plans int o reality . 
Hear Doc, 
Twenty-five hundred of us signed petiti ons last term to get the BCC 
Legal Services referendum on the ballot. We then passed the resolution in 
which a certain portion of student fees automatically went to pay for the 
Service. Is it operating? 
- Puzzed Person 
Dear PP, 
We have been negotiating with the retained attorneys in an allempt to 
get the besi possible coverage for our student s. The program (advice and 
help in marit al, landlord-tenant and other legal hass les), will start on 
November I . 
Anyone interested in being interviewed for lega l advocacy work should 
come to my office for an application. 
Hear Hoc, 
What has been the feedback on the Mentor Sys tem you rroposed in your 
last column? 
- Janet 
near Janet, 
Response has been affirmative. Beyond that I'm not sure what will 
become of the idea or a va ri ation of it. 
*The College Ombudsman, es tabli shed in I 969, shall , according to the 
BCC Governance Plan: " receive and investiga te any student complaint s 
alleging unfairness , discourtesy, undue delay, or other rnalfunL·ti on ing in 
the processes of the College, and shall invest iga te to det erm ine the \'aliuity 
of the comrlaint ... "He has "access to all pertinent records ... and the 
ri ght to make inquiries of any member of the Co ll ege com munity and to 
recai ve fu ll and complete answers." 
The Office of the Ombudsman is located at Gould Hall , 211, (367-7300, 
Ext. 794, 795). Drop in , with or without an appoi ntment. All cases arc 
handleu in the strictest of confidence. 
Do you have a group? Do you perform? Sing? Act? Dance? 
The Communicator wants to do an article about you. You or at 
least one member of your group must be a BCC student. And 
you must be working at least on a semi·regular basis. Come 
to GSC room 312 or call ext. 441. 
PURITY 
VENDING 
SERVICE 
INC. 
(212) 457-1441 
AARON SH ELVIN 
Director of Technical 
Operations and 
Development 
96-31 43rd Ave. 
Corona, N.Y. 11368 
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Ashby and Koch: People You Can Turn To 
Student 
Government 
Speaks 
Picture yourself in a situation 
wherein at any time any one of 
8,600 people will be coming at you 
(usually in groups of two to four) 
with a barrage of questions , 
requests, negative attitudes and an 
assortment of needs that often 
reach far beyond the boundaries of 
the job you do. 
What do you do with a 
Kaleidoscope of problems and 
confusions that leave most people 
with headaches and a passionate 
dislike for people? YOU talk to 
somebody like Carrie Ashby, 
Assistant to the Coordinator of the 
Evening Office and secretary to the 
Associate Dean of Academic 
Affairs and, Roberta Koch; Staff 
receptioni st and secretary to 
Professors Jose Prince and Joe 
Bacote in the office of Student 
Activities. These two ladies must 
have the sys tem for success because 
they survive just such a crisis day 
after day . 
Job is Important 
When Mrs. Ashby, a housewife 
and mother of three children was 
asked, What makes her carry such 
a heavy office workload and still 
extend herself so much to students, 
she said, "the job is very important 
to me, I get satisfaction knowing 
that I can assist the students 
whenever possible. For the last 
seven years I've been working 
between faculty and students 
helping either one or both in the 
interest of a better school and 
better students." 
She advises students, "Make up 
your mind as to what curriculum 
you would like to follow. Then, 
stay alert as to what is happening 
in that curriculum, stay in touch 
with your counselor, and ask ques-
tions in your departmental office if 
you are in doubt. Make sure you 
read all material carefully." 
"For those st udents who have 
not or can not make up their minds 
about a curriculum upon entering, 
please look into the job market to 
find out about the jobs that are in 
demand . This will hopefully help 
Rosenstock 
Appointed 
Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee of 
the City University of New York 
has announced the appointment of 
Dr. Morton Rose nstoc k as 
University Dean for Academic 
Skills Assessment in the Office of 
Academic Affairs; the appointment 
is for the 1977-78 academic year. 
Dr. Rose nstock's primary 
ass ignment will be the direct ion of 
the Universi ty Skills Assessment 
Program, including both the 
implementation of the testing and 
the coordination of the research 
component of the program. He 
also will assume responsibility for 
the articulation of degree programs 
at CUNY's senior and community 
colleges. 
Dr. Rosenstock comes to the 
Central Office from a 20 year 
association with Bronx Community 
College - as Chief Librarian, 
Professor of History, Associate 
Dean of Faculty, Associate Dean of 
Academic Affairs and Acting 
President from February, 1976 
until September, 1977. He also has 
served at Brooklyn College and 
Queens College. 
you make a quicker decision." 
"Budget cuts have affected our 
students tremendously . The 
restoration of some teaching aids 
such as tutoring and more labora 
tory hours are needed. Hopefully, 
the students would benefit." 
Carrie Ashby 
Co-worked Ruth Sameth says of 
Carrie: Carrie Ashby is probably 
one of the finest secretaries the 
school has. She is not a clock-
watcher and frequently her car is 
alone in the parking-lot well past 
the 5 o'clock hour when the day 
personnel has gone home. She is 
cooperative to a fault, often 
neglecting her own obligations to 
give help to any and all people. 
Mrs. Gloria Hobbs, Dean of 
Academic Affairs sta tes: Mrs. 
Ashby is an excellent secretary by 
all standards and there are many 
people on and off campus who 
have stated a desire to steal her 
from me. She has a wonderful, 
warm personality and a genuine 
interest in helping students in 
particular and people in general. 
Her productivity and cooperation 
are unbelievable. Without her, the 
Office of Academic Ad -
ministration, Evening, Saturday 
and Placement could not function 
efficiently. 
1 hope a secretarial replacement 
will soon take place to relieve her 
workload designed for 2 to 3 
people. 
Started in Activity Office 
Roberta Koch began work in the 
Office of Student Activities ten 
years ago. During those years, she 
has had the marvelous opportunity 
of working with students from all 
economic, ethnic and social 
Roberta Koch· 
backgrounds. She survived the 
turbulence of the sixties with them 
and the apathy of the seventies, so 
far . 
Her philosophy in life is "not to 
deliberately hurt anyone." Her 
hobbies are: nature walks, birding, 
concerts, crocheting and reading. 
"My life has been touched by so 
many, therefore it has been a very 
rich and rewarding experience for 
me. My association with students 
has been of mutual respect and they 
have recognized this by presenting 
me with numerous plaques and 
certificates throughout the years. 
The highest honor of all, however, 
was the dedication of the 1971 
Year book to me." 
"I am most grateful to the staff 
of the Communicator who 
memorialized my husband by 
printing his poetry. He attended 
many functions at the college with 
me and inevitably was surrounded 
by students. That is the kind of 
person he was." That is the kind of 
person she is. 
About her , Stephanie Grant-
Carter says: "Roberta Koch is a 
pleasa nt person to work with . Ms. 
Koch is a well organized, creative, 
valuable person to work with." 
"I have worked closely with 
Roberta Koch In the Student 
Activities Office for over a year . I 
find her to be a most conscientious 
and diligent worker. She puts forth 
lots of time and energy into all that 
she endeavors to do. The results of 
her efforts are always of the highest 
standard," states Vivian Pollard. 
Margaret Perez, student aide, 
comments: "Roberta? What can 
you say about a person · who is 
always there to help students; 
whether their problem be personal 
or impersonal. She is a very fine 
person to work with . I am proud 
to know her." 
Students Honored 
For Service 
On Monday, October 24, several students were awarded 
certificates for contributing their time and energies to help 
their departments run smoothly . These awards were 
recommended by various faculty members to the students 
whose work they considered outstanding. Dean Bullard was 
the Master of Ceremonies and Chairperson. Dr. John 
Mitchum, who was representing Dr. Roscoe C. Brown, 
presented the students with their awards. They both com-
mended the students for the fine work they had done. Coffee 
and danish were served, and as a surprise for one of her 
students, Dean Bullard fixed peas an~ rice to show her 
appreciation for the hard work and long hours her students 
put in. 
Dr. John Mitchum presents award to Vivian Naranjoas as Dean Bull~rd 
emcees. 
Other recipients listed below. 
Winnifred Anderson, Dorothy 
Archer, Phillippa Ba/rleramos, 
Herbert Bourdony, Amelia Brewer, 
Larnelle Butler, Chelsea Campbell, 
Hugh Campbell, Norma Campbell, 
Cera/do Cr~pella, Stephanie Grant 
Carter, Evelyn Christopher, 
Dorrell Clark, Ondray Cleveland, 
Mary Collazo, Jacqueline 
Crawford, Cathy Cuchiarelli, 
Eduardo DeJesus, Denton Dorian, 
Joyce Dick, Joseph DiMuro, 
Veronia Dowe, Clarence Dow/, 
Dionares Echevarria, Helen Etuk, 
Sandra Fontanez, Marie Fray, 
Janet Frazier, Marcus Gaetan, Jose 
Garcia, The Late Carmen Gil/a rd, 
Rose Gillman, Mayra Gonzalez, 
William Gonzalez, Beatrice 
Goodwin, Harrier Green, Carol 
Grese, Marta Guanill, Margaret 
Gu zman, Seaton "Chuck" 
Hancock, Robert Hanley, Janice 
P. Harrison, Anna James, Bernice 
Jefferies, Johnny Johnson, Renee 
Johnson, Lawrence Jones, Minnie 
Knuckles , Josephine Lassu, 
Francia Lendor, Rosa Liriando, 
Ada Maldonado, Sandra Manley, 
Catherine McCarthy, Leah Mc-
Donald, Pearl Mingo, Jose Muniz, 
Felix Munoz, Vivian Naranjo, 
Edsele Newman, Graciela Osorio, 
Gina Ortiz, Danilo Pena, Mildred 
Pesante, Jeanel/e Proctor, Roslyn 
Purvis, Judith Rivera, John 
Robinson, Fritz Sanchez, Rosa 
Smith, Winston Smith, Yvelle 
Steele, Vicki Steinbach, Jeanelle 
Stewart, Bernice Taylor, Ida 
Thomas, Miguel Villaneuva, Lena 
Watson, Lola Williams, Tyrell 
Williams, Elizabeth Williamson, 
Michael Wilson, Otis Windley, 
Francine Wright, Joan Wright, 
KuenHa Yan . 
Debro Bunch 
We would appreciate having 
further discussions as regards to 
our involvement . ....... . in • 
turn we rake interest in presenting 
the same inquiries to Debra Bunch. 
The questions we asked Mr. Bunch 
were: What can we expect from the 
Student Caucus this year? As 
Chairman of Student Caucus, what 
are your goals? How will they come 
to have greater clout in College 
politics? Personally, as students, 
what can we contribute to Student 
Government? Who can a/lend 
meetings of the Student Caucus? 
Do you have any special comments 
to make about conditions at Bronx 
Community College and how can 
each of us help improve the en-
vironment? 
The following is in reply : 
For Bronx Community College 
. this is the yea r of revival. The 
Student Caucus has set forth to 
revive student participation in the 
governance of our college. We as a 
policy making body will make 
every effort to represent the wishes 
and aspirations of Bronx Com-
munity Students. 
As chairperson of the student 
caucus, I will work closely with 
Peggy O'Garro (Chai rperson of the 
Student Governing Board) and my 
fe llow senators in an effort to unite 
the caucus and together we will 
deal with the issues effecting Bronx 
Community students. 
The student caucus is a policy 
making body and many of its 
commi ttees require membership of 
non -senators as well as senators . 
Any student interested in becoming 
a part of the decision making 
process is welcome to attend the 
student caucus meetings or come to 
GSC Room 207 . (Time of meetings 
will be posted on GSC Bulletin 
Board .) We need the student Input! 
Every student in Bronx Com-
munity College is aware of the 
deplorable condition of our 
cafeteria. Though we do not have 
an immediate solution to this 
problem, I am sure the effort of 
every student thoughtful enough to 
di spose of his or her own liter 
would be greatly appreciated by the 
rest. 
If you are interested in Journalism, Photography, Bus-
iness-Advertising, secretarial help, and are seriously 
considering a career in these fields, the Communicator 
wants you. 
Call the Communicator, ext. 441 or come to Gould Student Center 312 
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BCC Association Inc. Budget 
1977-1978 
The following is a list of budget allocations awarded to the various clubs and organi-
zations by BCC Inc. for the 1977-78 academic year. 
BCC Inc. is the governing body over monies garnered through student activity fees. 
The allocations are as follows: 
STUDENT CENTER- Account Analysis Transportation 1,000.00 Forensic Society 6,00.00 Gay Integrated Group 200.00 
Supervision & Administration Library 500.00 Theatre Workshop German 200.00 
Full Time Manager $ 13,500.00 Printings 500.00 First Production $ 2,900.00 Haitian Student Association 1,050.00 
Part Time Managers 17 ,040.00 $ 3,500.00 Second Production 8,600.00 History 400.00 
Fringe Benefits 3,992.00 $ 11,500.00 I.E.E.E. 600.00 
$ 34,532.00 Miscellaneous Italian 300.00 
Elections $ 3,000.00 'tudent Life Improvement Center Jewish Coalition 300.00 Personnel Honor Student Recep. 1,000.00 Telephone $ 300.00 Latinos Unidos 300.00 Secretarial Aide $ 1,800.00 
2,600.00 Awards Dinner 1,200.00 Publicity 300.00 
Music 200.00 
Office Assistant Contingency 2,077 .00 Supplies Muslim Association 400.00 Theatre Assistant 2,100.00 300.00 
Game Room Attendant (D) 3,276.00 $ ~77 .00 Fund Raising 300.00 
Olympus Society 200.00 
Game Room Attendant (E) 1,152.00 $ 41,422.00 Contingency 300.00 
Physical Education 500.00 
1,863.00 $ I ,500.00 
Political Science 400.00 
Student Aides (E) Pre-Law 100.00 
Student Aides (D) 2,415.00 Progressive Labor 300.00 
Cleaning Crew 19,417.00 NuNursing Student Association BCC Legal Services, Inc. 
Maintenance Crew 3,500.00 NSNA National Convention$ 1,000.00 Attorney's Fees $ 18,000.00 
Psychology 300.00 
Theatre Crew 2,916.00 NSNA State Convention 400.00 Director's Salary 3,600.00 
Puerto Rican Student Assn. 800.00 
Fringe Benefits 2,461.00 District Meeting 100.00 Legal Secretary 4,500.00 
Readers Theatre 800.00 
$ 43,500.00 Office Supplies 300.00 Fringe Benefits 800.00 Society of Manufacturing Engineers 300.00 
Telephone 250.00 Legal Library 1,000.00 Secretarial 300.00 
Security Striping Ceremony 450.00 Supplies 1,000.00 Seekers 150.00 
$ I ,500.00 $ 2,500.00 Telephone 1,000.00 Spanish 800.00 
$ 1,500.00 Transportation 500.00 fhe Way, Campus Outreach 100.00 
Bronx Psychiatric Center & Kingsbridge Xerox 500.00 Travel 100.00 Repairs and Supplies 
Veterans Hospital Student Associations Contingency 1,000.00 Veterans Association 1,100.00 Cleaning Supplies $ 3,000.00 
$ 1,500.00 $ 31,900.00 Phi Thewa Kappa 800.00 Maintenance Supplies 1,300.00 
$ $ 80,823.00 New Club Contingency 1,500.00 Office Supplies 500.00 1,500.00 
$ 45,422.00 $ 29,568.00 Repairs 1,500.00 
Equipment 1,000.00 
Buildings & Grounds W /0 8,000.00 
College Wide Programs 
Association Opfrating Expenses Athletic Associllt/ons 
Extermination 168.00 Auditors·F~ $ 2,000.00 Mens Varsity 
$ 15,478.00 Cultural Affairs Bookkeeping Expenses Baseball $ Dance Events $ 2,000.00 2,543.00 Salaries $ 35,000.00 Basketball 2,170.00 
· Improvements and Renovations Theatre Events 1,800.00 Fringe Benefits 7,700.00 Indoor Track 1,300.00 
Painting $ 8,500.00 Music Events 1,500.00 $ 42,700.00 Soccer 1,839.00 
Furniture 2,500.00 Films 1,000.00 Fidelity & Liability Insurance 3,000.00 Tennis 
Doors 15,000.00 Lectures & Seminars 1,000.00 
1,484:00 
Comp~ter Services 3,200.00 Track & Field 2,018.00 
Speakers 1,500.00 Technical Assistance 500.00 Bursars Office Assistance 3,996.00 Wrestling 1,467.00 $ 27,500.00 Promotion 1,000.00 Contingency 500.00 $ 12,821.00 $ 122,500.00 $ 8,800.00 s 55,396.00 
BCCChoir 1,200.00 Spec/Ill Accounts Womens Varsity ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES AND BCC Chamber Choir 1,500.00 President's Fund $ 1,550.00 Basketball $ I ,615.00 OPERATIONS- Account Analysis BCC Symphony 3,000.00 
Student Associlltions Community Public Relations 1,550.00 Softball 1,246.00 BCC Jazz & Latin Ensemble 500.00 President's Inauguration Fund 4,000.00 Tennis 867.00 Student Government Board 
Operating Expenses Dean of Academic Affairs Fund 300.00 Volleyball 854.00 
Telephone $ $l,'50Cl.OO Health Happening Dean of Students Fund 300.00 $ 4,582.00 Electrician $ 148.00 Dean's Confidential Loan Fund 1,200.00 
Ex terns 142.00 l.D. Cards 3,380.00 
N.Y. League of Hearing Clubs Mailing 1,200.00 175.00 $ 12,280.00 
Supplies 1,200.00 Equipment & Materials 200.00 Bowling $ 330.00 
• $ 665.00 Cheerleaders 100.00 Equipment & Maint. 3,200.00 
Publications 2,000.00 Publications Dance 850.00 
Expenses 2,500.00 Intramural Recreation The Communicator $ 7,500.00 Karate 560.00 
Publicity 1,500.00 Lifeguards $ 2,715.00 BARLD Reflections 200.00 Martial Arts 385.00 
Secretary 4,545.00 Nurse 535.0C Through the Looking Glass 5,500.00 Outdoor Club 600.00 
$ 17,645.00 Officials 1,200.00 $ 13,250.00 Scuba 510.00 
Equipment 300.00 Synch. Swim 500.00 
Progra(Tls $ 4,750.00 Student Loan Fund Yoga 100.00 
Fall & Spring Fair $ 2,000.00 $10,000.00 $ 3,935:00 
Films 1,000.00 WBCCRadio $ 10,000.00 
Christmas Reception 1,500.00 Office Supplies $ 400.00 
Dance 1,000.00 Support Services 
Cultural Events 2,500.00 Repairs & Maintenance 600.00 Clubs and Organizations Transportation $ 7,000.00 
$ 8,000.00 Technical Assistance 800.00 Clubs Assistant $ 8,268.00 Bulk Equipment 1,000.00 
Production Supplies 250.00 Inter-Organization Council 4,000.00 League Dues/Fees 1,700.00 
Organization Dues Power Amplifier 400.00 Ace< unting 200.00 Medical Exp. 500.00 
U.S.S. $ 500.00 Distribution Amplifier 300.00 Art 700.00 Athletic Trainer 1,100.00 
N.S.A. 300.00 Special Tape Recorder 3,520.00 Black Student Union 0 Accident Ins . 1,600.00 
U.S.A.E.S. 200.00 Audio Cable 100.00 CAMP IS 100.00 AwardsUinner 500.00 
$ 1,000.00 Ancillary Equipment 250.00 Caribbean Student Association 700.00 Con f. & Conventions 400.00 
Fund Raising Event 380.00 Ceramics and Crafts 300.00 Contingency 1,119.00 
Conventions & Conferences $ 7,000.00 Chemistry 200.00 $ 14,919.00 
National Conventions $ 3,000.00 $ 1,000.00 Chess 150.00 $ 36,257.00 
Local Conferences 1,000.00 Activities Fair Chinese 600.00 
$ 4,000.00 Student Activity Programs Circulo Cultural de Estudiantes 
Guest Lectures $ 500.00 Dominicanos 700.00 
Political Education Special Program Events 350.00 Creative Writing 250.00 TOTAL ASSOCIATION ACTIVITIES 
Lectures & Speakers $ 1,000.00 Equipment & Supplies 658.00 Film Workshop 500.00 AND OPERATIONS s 282,996.00 
Voters Registration 500.00 $ 1,508.00 French 400.00 
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Student Development Serves College Community 
Bro-wn on CBS C.P.A.? R.O.P.? INDEX? 
Retention Standards? Probation? 
... Transfer? Curriculum Requirements? Food Stamps? 
Medicaid? Financial Aid? Do you know all you need to 
know about these and other matters necessary to your life as 
a successful student? If you are uncertain, do you know 
where to go-who to see for assistance? Do you realize that 
the Fall semester is rapidly approaching the half-way mark? 
Mid-term time is just around the corner. Are you where you 
want to be academically and personally? 
As we approach the time of mid-term grades, it is im-
portant to pause and assess our progress; to take stock of our 
work; and to make certain we are taking advantage of all of 
the services which are available. These range from tutoring 
services provided by individual departments and by the 
Special Tutoring Project to a wide range of support services 
provided through the Department of Student Development. 
Are you an entering Freshman? Then you should be 
enrolled in an SPD 99 Freshmen Orientation Seminar. This 
program is required of all entering Freshmen. It is a "sur-
vival kit" to Bronx Community College. Covered in this 
series are procedures on registration, curriculum matters, 
progress and retention standards, how to understand and 
compute your Grade Point Average etc. So, if you are not 
enrolled or have stopped attending we'd like to urge you to 
contact a counselor immediately. Come to Loew Hall, Room 
320. You will be assigned to one of the special sessions 
arranged for those not enrolled in the regular program. 
Are you a returning student who needs a "refresher" 
session? Then feel weiGome to come also. 
In addition to providing the general information which all 
students need, there are many other special services which 
help you to formulate your goals and assist you through 
problem times. Are you certain of your career goals? If not 
try our Career Planning Center which includes a Career 
Library, Vocational testing and Career counselling. Or, 
perhaps you have already chosen a career but want to find 
out more about it- how much more education you will need 
after gradutation from B.C.C., job market, etc. You too can 
be assisted in our Career Planning Center. And, while you 
are there, you can also inquire about transfer opportunities 
and procedures. The counselors in our Career Planning, 
Transfer, Placement Center are prepared to assist you from 
the first stage of formulating and thinking through your 
goals to providing information on how to reach that goal and 
- if more education is necessary after leaving B.C.C. -
where to transfer to best meet your goals. 
Do you have personal problems which may interfere with 
your life as a student? Make an appointment in Loew 320 to 
see a counselor. 
Do you need information on Medicaid, Food Stamps, 
Welfare Problems, Child placement programs? The 
Department of Student Development has a counselor 
assigned to assist you with social service information. Do not 
hesitate to come in for information and guidance. 
We are here to assist you. However, you must assume a 
share of the responsibility of making it through. You must 
come to seek help, to ask for information, and to follow 
through on procedures if we are to have a successful part-
nership. This means you must pay attention to dates and 
deadlines! File your financial aid application on time; seek 
tutoring early before it becomes necessary to drop courses; 
be aware of alternate choices before making a decision. If 
you aren't certain of the consequences of any choice, see a 
counselor before taking action. 
If you are on probation now or are in danger of being on 
probation, see a counselor NOW! Find out now how you can 
help yourself. 
We are here to assist you. Don't hesitate to come. Your 
success is important to us! 
Need a job? Need advice on personal problems? Need 
some help to um'avel the requirements? Or just need a warm 
hand for a while? Come to the Department of Student 
Development- Loew Hall! We're here to serve you. 
CContinued from Page 1 ) 
students. 
Brown said he basically agreed 
with Santiago that the imposition 
of tuition was a socially regressive 
step. "What it really says," Brown 
elaborated, "is that society is 
making value judgments about who 
should be educated, and basically 
since there is a dollar tag on it, 
what they're saying is that the 
middle class and the more affluent 
should be educated ." And when 
asked if all this will force the 
elementary, junior and senior high 
schools to do a beller job, Brown 
said it just isn't true . Because he 
says the poor achievement of these 
students is not a function of their 
cognitive or intellectual ability, 
"it's directly a function of the 
social conditions of which they live 
which are imposed by the economic 
structure of the society ." And 
that's why, according to Brown, 
the imposition of any dollar value 
to any service to the poor "is a 
retrogressive step." 
No Loans 
in '78 
By JOE LIVINGSTON 
Services Rendered 
There will be no book loans or 
advances for the Spring, 1978 
semester. It is your responsibility to 
save enough funds out of your 
financial aid issued this semest~r to 
assist you for the Spring, 1978 
semester. 
Academic Probation: 
Academic Suspension: 
Admissions Counseling: 
(prior to acceptance) 
Career Counseling: 
Career Library: 
Change of Curriculum: 
Child Development Center 
at B.C.C.: 
College Discovery Program: 
Course Drops: 
CUNY Baccalaureate Program: 
Dean of Students: 
Coordinator of Financial Aid : 
Ass istant Coordinator of Financial 
Aid: 
Coordinator of Counseling and 
Curriculum Advisement Program: 
Financial Aid: 
Foreign Students Counseling: 
General Counseling: 
Handicapped Students Counseling: 
Health Services 
Housing: 
Independent Studies Courses: 
Job Placement Office: 
See Counselor for Discussion, LO, 
320 
Retention Guidelines RE: Rate of Progress and Grade Point Average, See The reason for no book loans or 
advances is there are not enough 
major staff members to handle all 
the technicalities involved in 
splitting of financial aid awards. 
Prof. Alvin Gamson, LO, 316, ext. 
257 
Prof. Mae Goldberg, LO, 310, ext. 
284 
Prof. Anita Baskind, LO, 308, 312, 
ext. 253 
LO, 307 
See Counselor for Discussion, LO, 
320 
Registrar's Office for Forms 
Ms. Mary Lou Broderick, etx. 261 
Coordinator, Dr. William Kleiber, 
LO, 318, ext. 374 
Counseling, LO, 320, ext. 206 
Counselor, LO, 320 
Scholarship Information: 
Social Work Services: 
Student Activities: 
Transfer Office: 
Veterans Counseling: 
See Counselor for Discussion & Veterans Affairs Office: 
Form, LO, 320 
Prof. Evelyn Kish, LO, 302, ext. 
723 
Dean Dolores J. Bullard, LO. 20 I, 
exts. 521, 522 
Assistant Dean, Myron Kalin, LO 
2110, CXtS . 678,679 
Prof. Douglas Strauss, LO, 225, 
e:xts . 246, 523 
Prof. Iris Hawkins, LO, 215, exts. 
246,523 
Prof. Carl Saueracker, LO, 301, 
ext. 238 
BEOG, FAF, UIB, TAP, etc., LO, 
224, ext. 523 
Dr. Emilio Santa Rita, LO, 313 , 
ext. 687 
To Request a Counselor, LO, 320, 
ext. 206 
Prof. Roberta Barnette, LO, 323, 
ext. 377 
Nurse, Karen Merrigan, LO 101, 
exts. 450, 672 
Prof. Henriella Whitcomb, LO, 
204, ext. 243 
Prof. Evelyn Kish, LO, 302, ext. 
723 
Prof. Theodore Awerman, LO. 
304, ext. 251 
Psychological Services: 
Withdrawal from College: 
Pen Pal 
To whom it may concern: 
I am writing to you in the hopes 
that you may be of some assistance 
to me. Presently I am serving a 
twelve year sentence for bank. 
robbery in the Federal Prison 
located in Lewisburg, Penna. If at 
all possible I would appreciate your 
pulling an ad in your campus paper 
·concerning the idea that I would 
like to correspona with anyone 
wishing to do so on a person to 
person level. I thank you in advanc~ 
for any help that you may afford 
me in this matter. 
Harold Sanchez #78655 
P.O. Box 1000 
Lewisburg, Penna. 17837 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Transfer Office, LO, 308, ext. 284 
Prof. Henriella Whitcomb, LO, 
204, ext. 243 (Food Stamps, 
Medicaid, Social Security, Welfare, 
Child Care, etc.) 
Prof. Jose Prince, GSC, 102, ext. 
455 
Prof. Joseph Bacote-, GSC, 102, 
ext. 455 
Prof. Evelyn Kish, LO, 308, ext. 
723 
Remember, there will be no book 
loans or advances for the Spring, 
1978 semester. You are responsible 
to pay (in cash) all registration fees. 
If there are any further questions 
about financial aid, write to Joe 
Livingston in care of the Com-
municator, and bring the teller to 
THE COMMUNICATOR 
Mailbox, room 102, GOULD 
Prof. Leonard jenkins, LO, 206, STUDENT CENTER. We are 
ext. 676 
Prof.. Anita Baskind, LO. 308, ext. 
723 
LO, 117, ext. 581 
Dr . David Diamond, LO, 235, exts. 
258,374 
See Counselor for Discussion and 
Forms, LO, 320 
planning a regular series of 
questions and answers dealing with 
Financial aid. 
BEOG CHECK DISTRIBUTION FOR STUDENTS 
WHO TURNED IN THEIR BEOG (SER) TO THE 
FINANCIAL AID OFFICE AS OF SEPTEMBEJ!., 16th. 
IN ORDER TO PICK UP YOUR BEOG CHECK YOU 
MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING WITH YOU: 
1. A validated I.D. card 
2. A validated Falll977 Registration Receipt 
3. Falll977 Bursar's Receipt 
IF YOU DO NOT REPORT ON THE DAY ASSIGNED 
ACCORDING TO THE SCHEDULE BELOW, YOU 
WILL HAVE TO WAIT UNTIL MONDAY, NOV. 7.1T IS 
YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO REPORT ON THE DAY 
ASSIGNED. CHECKS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT 
COMMUNITY HALL BETWEEN 9:30AM and 7:30PM. 
lues, Nov 1 Wed, Nov 2 Thurs, No'' 3 
Last Name: R thru Z I thru Q A thru A 
REMEMBER: FAILURE TO COME ON DA \' 
SCHEDULED ACCORDING TO YOUR LAST NAME 
MEANS THAT YOU WILL HAVE TO WAIT U~TIL 
MON, NOV 7th. 
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~Health Corner================================~ Haitian Exhibit 
Now on Display Mono: The Kiss of Death? by MEREDITH NIELSEN 
Some of us are probably suf-
fering from one of the most 
disfuised diseases among young 
people today which is 
mononucleosis. 
According to a recent publication 
by the American Medical 
Association, mononucleosis ranks 
third among the diseases that are 
diagnosed among college students. 
The common cold and stomach 
virus run slightly ahead of 
mononucleosis. 
Mononucleosis, which is 
sometimes referred to as mono, 
usually is not the topic of con-
versation as much as the common 
cold, unless the dialogue becomes 
the topic of the kissing disease 
which is sometimes used to describe 
mononucleosis. By this time the 
topic of mononucleosis has 
dissipated and is not considered 
serious enough to seek medical 
attention. 
The symptoms of mononucleosis 
can be easily disguised in the form 
of physical fatigue with a low grade 
fever from some unknown origin, 
and if it is not treated, it can 
become acute and create serious 
problems. 
There are three stages of 
mononucleosis as recorded by the 
medical profession. The first stage 
represents physical fatigue with a 
slight fever and stiffness or pain in 
the neck. The second stage carries 
all of the symptoms of the first 
stage but with a higher fever that 
proceeds on to serious cases of 
mononucleosis to an acute stage. 
At the acute stage a surgical 
procedure may be needed. 
The symptoms are usually vague 
in the heginning, and can 
masquerade as those of hepatitis 
and meningitis. 
The symptoms begin with fever, 
chills, sweating, sleepiness and pain 
around the region of the neck. 
If your temperature range is 
around 101-102°F along with the 
symptoms, you can begin to 
consider a case of mononucleosis. 
If symptoms continue to persist with 
fever up to 103 °F, you must 
consider seeing a physician. 
There are many ways that you 
get mono. Try and think back to 
the last several weeks or months 
when you were missing your 
Lung Cancer 
Continues To Rise 
Dr. Thomas F. Nealon, Chief of 
Surgery at Saint Vincent's Hospital 
and chairman of the American 
Cancer Society's New York City 
Division Public Education 
Committee, reports that the rise in 
cancer deaths during the last 20 
years is wholly attributable to lung 
cancer. About 80 percent of lung 
cancer is caused by smoking. 
Lung cancer patient survival 
rates are· very poor, he adds, 
"because only 5 percent of cases 
are detected in the early, curable 
stage." Furthermore, long term 
chemotherapy has proven inef-
fective against lung cancer. 
Heavy smokers have 88 percent 
higher death rates, 214 percent 
more cancers and 800 percent more 
cancer of the lung. 
For the smoker who has not yet 
been able to quit, Dr. Nealon offers 
these tips: 
• If you can't quit, cut down. 
Every cigarette not smoked is a 
health benefit. 
• Only smoke cigarettes half-
way. It cuts down consumption and 
provides the best filter. 
The real heart of the lung cancer 
problem, Dr. Nealon stresses, is 
that the disease often cannot be 
cured. It often can be prevented. 
breakfast, or your lunch, hoping to 
make up for it later in the day. 
Sometime during the day you try to 
eat everything in sight to make up 
for the meals that you missed. 
Don't be fooled with the quantity 
of intakes in the afternoon, it will 
not compensate for that badly 
needed breakfast. A good cup of 
coffee is a footer's choice if you 
think you can get away with it for 
several mornings. 
Are you the student that missed 
breakfast because you are late for a 
morning class? Chances are, you 
have two or three classes in suc-
cession without breakfast. This 
makes you a likely candidate for 
mono. 
This disease appears to pose no 
hazard to others, unless it is 
diagnosed as being severely acute in 
an epidemic form. Mono behaves 
like a closely transmitted infection 
which is air-borne. This will be 
decided by a physician who will 
determine the severity of the in-
fection through a series of blood 
tests. The importance of these 
blood tests will determine whether 
you have a secondary infection of 
the throat, the liver, or the spleen, 
which will disturb the levels of the 
red and white blood cells. 
The prognosis is good for mono, 
and it usually stays with you for 1-3 
weeks, although, it may linger on 
for 2 or 3 months. In some acute 
stages surgery is needed because of 
a ruptured spleen, in which case if 
the spleen is not removed you can 
develop a severe case of anemia, or, 
death can occur. These are some of 
the major complications. 
If you have the symptoms of 
mononucleosis, consider the 
symptoms seriously enough to see a 
physician, and follow his in-
structions. Remember the symp-
toms are usually disguised in 
various forms, and can create 
serious problems. 
"Impressions d'Haiti" is the title of a Haitian exhibit now 
showing in Tech Two Library and running until the end of 
November. The display of pictures on various facets of Haiti 
was prepared by Eddy Laurent, President of the Inter-
Organization Council of BCC, who worked on the exhibit all 
through the summer recess and the month of September with 
the help of Gerda Voltaire and other members of the Haitian 
Club. 
The exhibit is sponsored by the 
Haitian Student Association and is 
under the auspices of the American 
Museum of Natural History. 
Education Department, Caribbean 
Studies Section. Their liaison man 
is Mr. Henry Frank. The hand-
made artcrafts are courtesy of 
PoJpet Toussaint, a student of 
BCC. 
The Republic of Haiti occupies 
the western third of an island which 
was originally called Haiti by the 
Indians who inhabitated it first. 
When Christopher Columbus 
discovered the island 480 years ago, 
it was given the name of 
Hispaniola. The French colonists 
later called it Saint-Dominique. 
Later, visitors seduced by the 
splendours of the island called it 
"La Perle Des Antilles." One of 
the Greater Antilles, Haiti lies 
between Cuba and Puerto Rico. 
The eastern two-thirds of the island 
contains the Dominican Republic. 
The Republic of Haiti is 10,714 
square miles in area, its population 
is estimated at 3,000,000, and the 
capital city, Port-au-Prince, has a 
population of 350,000. Other 
major cities and towns are Cap-
Haitien, Gonaives, Cayes, Saint-
Marc Jeremie, and Jacmel. 
country. For at a time when many 
cultures are being s\'{ept into a 
maelstrom of modernism, the 
Republic of Haiti indulges in the 
luxury of remaining faithful to the 
traditions and beliefs that are the 
island's heritage. In a hemisphere 
where communication is a constant 
factor, where the majority of the 
population speaks either English or 
Spanish , Haitians treasure thwr 
French language. 
There, deep in the tropics, the 
Creole dances and songs of the past 
are an intrinsic part of the at-
mosphere of charm which is so 
laced with history. and the country 
is one of the most beautiful in the 
Caribbean, The Haitian people are 
friendly and gentle by nature-and 
their sunny smiles will say always 
"Bienvenue," Welcome. 
Studying Before Sleep Best Bet 
Haiti, the first independent 
Negro state, was the second 
country of the Americas to have 
conquered its independence-just 
30 years after the United States of 
America. It is !he birthplace of 
Panamericanism, a doctrine which 
materialized when Petion gave to 
Simon Bolivar substantial military 
and moral help. Pelion requested 
that Bolivar abolish slavery in 
South America. It was at Jacmel 
that Bolivar created the flag of the 
Great Columbia. 
Yes, welcome, they will say, to 
Haiti, land of bountiful beauty, of 
majestic mountains sloping gently 
to the Emerald sea, of verdant 
valleys, of a strong cultural 
heritage that spawned voodoo and 
truly original native art, and of 
genuinely friendly natives whose 
lilting French and Creole patois is 
music to the ear. Welcome, they 
will say, to the island where all day 
is an incredible kaleidoscope of 
flashing, brilliant, magnificent 
colors. And, at night, in the 
serenity of the darkness, you can 
listen to the voodoo drums still 
beating out their passions in the 
distant black hills, and see the 
smoke silently curl up from a 
thousand village fires that started 
in the heart of Africa-10,000 
years ago. Are you the kind of studem wtio 
usually studies hard before going to 
bed, or the kind who goes to bed, 
sets the alarm for five or six o'clock 
and then crams? If you're a pre-
sleep studier. GLAMOUR 
Magazine reports you may be 
getting better grades as a result of 
your stud 1 habits than someone 
who does the work afterward. 
Recent research into sleep and 
study habits shows that sleep prior 
to stud{ disrupts memory 
significantly, unless considerable 
waking time is allowed betore 
digging into the material you ~ant 
to learn. The shorter the period of 
sleep that precedes the studying, the 
more this sleep disrupts learning . 
Sleeping four hours or less was 
found to be highly disturbing to 
memory; sleeping six hours 
disturbed it less. 
Researchers aren't exactly sure 
how sleep disturbs the memory 
process, but they believe it might 
involve hormones. In laboratory 
tests on mice, the hormone 
Become A College 
Campus Dealer 
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at 
lowest prices. High profits; NO INVESTMENT 
REQUIRED. For details, contact: 
FAD Components, Inc. 
65 Passaic Ave., P .0. Box 689 
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006 
Ilene Orlowsky (201) 227-6884 
somatotrophin, produced naturally 
during sleep, severely affected the 
memory of mice injected with it. 
If you have a test to study for. 
study first instead of putting it off 
until the next morning. Better 
grades might be your reward. 
Haiti is known as a magic island, 
an artist's dream. In the heart of 
the Caribbean, it is a unique 
COMING SOONI 
THE NEW WBCC 
FEATURING 
NEWS, INFORMATION 
AND MUSIC FOR THE 
BRONX COMMUNITY 
CROWD! AND 
The Fabulous WBCC D.J.'s 
WE DEUVEII ANYI'HING •• .ANI'WHEIIE 
MOBILE Messenger Service 
mofotcycles bicycles 
(212) 751·7765 
trucks 
527 Madison Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10022 
Yes, friends, welcome to 
"IMPRESSION D'HAITI," a 
truly Haitian exhibit that tries to 
bring to you all those concepts. I 
hope you enjoy it. 
Lk:. by Board of Heolrh 
Regtarer ln N.Y. Srore 
DOMINICAN 
Exterminating Co. 
Keep your home free of 
ROACHES, WATER BUGS, 
ANTS, FLEAS, RATS and 
MICE. We exterminate your 
house, apartment, business 
at reasonable RATES 
For your convenience we 
offer two kinds of services. 
For information CALL US 
RIGHT NOW. 
677-6799 
549-8447 
Seffices 24 hours 
GUARANTEED WORK 
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Music To My Ears 
Lynyrd Skynyrd ••• Twilley Treats 
By LENNY RINALDI 
Tregedy struck the musical world Oct. 20 when a plane carrying the 
group Lynyrd Skynyrd crashed near the Louisiana-Mississippi border. Six 
people died including lead vocalist Ronnie Van Zant and newest member 
Steve Gaines. Van Zant wrote most of the material for the group and 
Gaines, added officially to the group this year, penned four tunes for the 
newest album, ironically entitled Street Survivors (MCA). After five 
albums this one promised to be their biggest. Lynyrd Skynyrd planned to 
headline Madison Sq. Garden Nov. lOth for the first time and now Lynyrd 
Skynyrd are no more . .... 
Lynyrd Skynyrd-ls it the end of the line, 
or will they follow the Allman Bros. route? 
Dwight Twilley and his band rocked through New York this past week 
staging shows at the Bottom Line and at New York University. 
Vocally they sounded better at the Bottom Line while at N.Y. U. the 
energies flowed at a greater strength but were marred by a shallow 
sounding sound system. In both instances though they managed to rouse 
the crowd, moving along at their easy-going rock 'n roll pace they have a 
clean 60's_.like British feel to their music. Along with Twilley is Phil 
Seymour a figure whose facia\ appearance is sweet enough to come out of 
the Little Rascals T.V . show and vocally is the sweet meat of the group. 
While Twilley pouts out songs in an almost Elvis-stuttering style, Seymour 
purrs in sweet syrupy tones punctuating his songs with oohs and aahs . The 
end result is a pleasant platter of easy-flowing rock and syrupy soul.-
Twilley Don't Mind (Arista) the new album has a cosmetically produced 
sound with the title cut being their first single from this set. It's a mild 
mannered rock piece with a bouncy beat and a catchy refrain. Trying To 
Find My Baby should be the piece de resistance that will bring the group it s 
well due recognition. Reminiscent of the sounds of the early Beatlcs or 
Hollies this peppers into a tune with lyrics that lounge in your mind after 
the record is over . Other highlights arc Chance to Get A way, Rock 'n Roll 
47 and Looking For The Magic which manages to capture Twilley' s 
rockabilly takeoff complete with Elvis-like breathy echos. Listening to this 
album is like a hot mug of Campbells soup on a cold afternoon . . . mmm 
good ... . . . 
New Santana Album 
Every year I wait rather impatiently for the new Santana album. 
Santana never seems to disappoint and Moon Flower 
is no exception. A four sided event; Carlos has provided a beautiful 
transition of live and studio cuts interweaving them rather than separating 
live from studio. There are eleven of Santana's greatest tunes recorded live 
along with nine new tunes . From the fir st cut Dawn, the pleasures begin 
with the music slowly opening up, like the ascension of the sun flowing 
into a slow jazzy Go Within, then opening up live with Carnival and Let 
The Children Play. Timbales open into congas and guitars pulse into an 
electrically-charged, hypertensive powerhouse. Side two remains my 
favorite side which opens with Bahia a short jazzy interlude slipping into a 
live segment of Black Magic Woman, Gypsy Queen, Dance Sister Dance & 
Europa which fires up into one hot flashing Latin rock explosion. The 
Santana Band smoke up into a chile peppered salsa like only they know 
how . It's music like this which clearly proves that no one will ever rob their 
title of El Primo in rock 'n salsa. Europa, which ends side two is soulful 
Santana, with Carlos letting his axe squeal out the blues and proving to the 
world that his guitar is truly an extension of his soul. Side three opens with 
their new single She's Not There an old Zombies hit which has been 
electronically salsafied, opening with mirimbas and congas and rapidly 
picking up speed until it explodes with burning guitars. Flor D' Lunu- · 
(Moon flower) is .a new cut which starts out as a samba and transfers to a 
hot cha cha beat. In this cut Santana shows his guitar can sing sweetly too. 
The side closes with a new rendition of Soul Sacrifice an early Santana 
stabilizer which molded the Santana style to what we know it to be today. 
Side four opens with two originals EJ Morocco and 7ranscendenre-which 
are very much a latin-jazz mood with excellent vocals by Greg Walker . In 
fact the whole Santana band should be commended for their cohesiveness 
of sound. These moody portraits transfer once again into live Santana 
with Savor and Toussaint L 'Overture tinged with pounding percussions 
opening the way for the Iatino roots that form this band. The end builds 
into a fiery volcanic eruption as Santana signs his signature in squealing 
guitar riffs closing on a packaged delight which could be the best Xmas 
buy for someone you want to love. 
Townsend Album is rough 
One major disappointment is the Rough Mix (MCA) set by Pete 
Townsend from the Who and ex-Small Faces-Ronnie Lane collaberation. 
The album has eleven cuts with only four worth mentioning. Lane has only 
one winner Annie a nice ballad which has pretty string arrangements and 
capable of being a minor classic in the Harry Chapin vein . Townsend 
scores with three songs . My Baby Gives it A way, is about just that. It's a 
moderate paced rocker with Townsend sounding like Ray Davies and this 
song sounding very much like the Kinks. Misunderstood is a Who in-
fluenced tune with reggae overtones. If you remember the original appeal 
of Happy Jack you could get the feel of this tune, an easy single for Peter 
and the most commercial sounding. Street In The City is also very much 
Townsend. With a concept feel and with nice orchestral arrangements, this 
gives us a hint at what future Townsend solo L.P.'s may sound like. Until 
then this is not enough. 
Elton in the Sky with Hits 
For those who enjoy Best Of Albums, pick up on Elton John's Greatest 
Hils Volume 2 (MCA) which includes four singles never released on an 
Elton John album. Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds, Pinball Wizard, 
Philadelphia Freedom and Don't Go Breaking My Heart were all big sin-
gles for Mr. J. This, plus Levon and the best of his last few albums is 
good condensed Elton as a delectable entertainment. 
News and News Worthy . ... ... Concerts to watch for ...... . 
Nona Hendryx at the Bottom Line Nov. 6th and 7th . . . . . . . Parla-
Funkadelic, and Slave at the Nassau Coliseum Nov . 13th .. . .... Earth, 
Wind and Fire, Denise Williams and Pockets at the Garden Nov. 24th 
. ...... Queen at the Garden on Dec. lst .... .. . Hall and Oates and 
Network at the Palladium Dec. 2-4 ....... New singles to watch for 
....... Hard Times-Boz Scaggs ... .. .. Heroes-Bowie, which is 
the first single to be done in three languages, including French and Ger-
man ....... Serpentine Fire-Earth, Wind and Fire .. . .. .. Newest 
Disco sensation is Patti Brooks' Girl Don't Make Me Wait / Love Shook-
. ..... . Congratulations to Fleetwood Mac for their album Rumors-
which is twenty-two weeks at the top of the charts. A Record World-world 
record. 
Cast of BubbHng Brown Suaar 
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Poetry 
On Thursdat, October 27th, the 
Spanish Club· will present Dr. 
Antonio Garcia Copado, poet and 
member of the Language Academy 
of Corboda, Spain in an interesting 
lecture, entitled: New perspectives 
in J uti a de Burgos poetry. 
Location: Tech Two-331 at 12:15 
P.M . All are invited. 
LecturP. 
On Thursday, November 3, 
1977, there will be a Poetry Recital 
with the well-known Cuban actor 
Emilio Hidalgo. He will recite 
poems of the most famous Spanish 
·poets, especially poets from Spain, 
Santo Domingo, Puerto Rico, 
Cuba and other Spanish-American 
countries. 
4 
Location: Tech Two-331 at 
12:15 P.M. All are invited. 
Avon Event 
Avon Products, Inc., the world's 
largest cosmetics company, is 
pleased to announce a program to 
introduce interested members of 
BCC to the A von Earning Op-
portunity Program. 
The program will be on Thur-
sday, Nov. 3 from 12-2 pm, in the 
Gould Student Center, Room 205 
for all interested participants. 
Sweet Brown 
Sugar 
BY FRAN ALBERO 
Bubbling Brown Sugar brings the 
magical land that was Harlem from 
the twenties through the forties, 
downtown to the Broadway stage 
for the whole world to see. 
The first scene introduces a 
couple walking on a street in 
Harlem today. The young man is 
. apathetic about Harlem and its 
history, but his girl feels an im-
portant chapter of Black culture 
has lived on these very streets . 
Listening to this confrontation are 
three old timers, who actually 
"stomped at the Savoy" and 
"strolled into Small's Paradise." 
They decide to bring the kids back 
in time, and on a tour of the classy, 
jazzy, pulsating Harlem of 
yesteryear, via the "A Train", 
stopping at !25th Street and 
Seventh Avenue and 135th Street 
and Lenox Avenue. 
With a very talented cast belting 
outsuch winners as "Honeysuckle 
Rose," "Sweet Georgia Brown", 
and "Brown Gal", the journey 
back in time was a very good 
"trip." Those honey-coated blues 
and spirit-raising gospel numbers 
sung by Carolyn Byrd, had me 
regretting my youth. 
This sweet, unpretentious 
presentation starring A von Long, 
Josephine Premise, and Joseph 
Attles, has been running on 
Broadway for over a year at the 
Anta theater, giving you some 
indication of its continuous suc-
cess. The universal appeal of Black 
music and the joyful enactment of 
the artists, broke down the barriers 
of both race and time ... in tune. 
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;~{:::;BCC ANNUAL TURKEY TROT:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::;:::;:::::::::;:::;:::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:;:: 
:;:: DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION ON: November 17, 1977 COURSE :;;:; 
~:~: COURSE DIRECTIONS AT: 12:30 p.m. (prompt) :~;~: 
l. Start on Ohio Field •: Jt~.' .:\~;\ 
2. Left at Stanchion (X) DISTANCE: One & One Eighth Miles ·, .i. ·:\~\. 
3. Around track .:· ; . 
4. Exit Gate/Left Nichols Hall (24) 
5. Around road in front of Gould Hall 
6. Right on Main Walking Path 
7. Left at Alumni Gym (23) 
8. Right between back of Alumni G)·m (23) and 1-'ront of Computrr Centrr (22) 
9. Between Tennis Courts 
10. Left at New Hall (25) 
11. Right behind New Hall (25) 
12. Follow Back Road Behind New Hall (25), Bliss Hall (27), Guggcnhl'im Hall (28), 
Sage Hall (30), and South Hall (31). 
13. Follow Road through Parking Area Betwrrn Communit)· Hall (6) and Silver Hall (5) 
14. Right Up Hill on Foot Path 
15. Right at Back Area of Language Hall (II) Applications will close on November 16, 1977 
at 4:00p.m. Sign up at: 
Alumni Gym Rm 300 
16. Left Between Butler Hall (10) and Language Hall. or 
17. Left at Front on Tech Two (29) to 1-'ront of Gould Student Crnter (17) Gould Hall Rm. 417 
18. Left at Far End of Quad Near Main Gate ( 16) or 
19. Left at F'ront of Philisophy Hall (14) Gould Student Center Rm. 102 
20. Left at Front of Rotunda (12) to the Mall All students, staff and faculty arc permitted to compete . 
21. Finish on the Mall 
Victories For 
Tennis Team 
The Women's Intercollegiate 
Tennis Team has gotten on the 
right track after a slow start and 
has scored successive victories over 
Su\\ivan CC, Westchester CC, and 
Kingsborough CC. The BronC'ettes 
have steadily improved their in-
dividual performances which have 
resulted in victory for B.C.C. The 
overall team record is 3 wins, 2 
losses and the Broncettes hope to 
continue their winning ways. 
Returning players Alice Reid, 
Angie Cruz, and Pat Ancrum have 
all competed successfully in singles 
competition. Newcomers Gina 
Adam and Jeanine Borden have 
teamed successfully with veterans 
Linda Lee Wayne and Christina 
Morales in doubles competition. 
Cheryl Robinson, Angie Silvera 
and Pam Rice also give added 
depth to the team. 
Coach Donna Genova feels that 
the team is making good progress 
toward our final goal - successful 
competition in the NJCAA State 
Tennis Tournament at Far-
mingdale. The Broncettes will be 
competing on Oct. 28-29th in the 
New York State Tourney. Good 
luck, ladies! 
Set Start For 
Tournament 
The Basketball Tournament starts 
Saturday, November 5, 1977 at 
12:30-3:30 p.m. 
Rosters with students' names and 
I.D. numbers must be handed in to 
Prof. Wenzel, Office of Intramural 
Activities, Alumni Gym. 
The winners will qualify for the 
Schlitz Tournament. 
PIANO INSTRUCTION 
Ruth Fromowitz Luchonok 
Teacher of piano, theory and 
harmony 
Call: 367·6739 
Located near the BCC campus 
NOTE: BCC TRACK ATHLETES NOT PERMITTED TO COMPETE 
Soccer Team Defeats MCC 
BY GEORGE SOMMERVILLE 
The BCC Soccer team defeated Manhattan Community College 4-1 in a home game last 
r 
in the pouring rain, and chilling 
temperature, that the Broncos had 
suffered a 2-0 loss to Queensboro 
Community College. Saturday. On what might have been the warmest day in October, the high midday sun poured BCC now stands at 4 wins, 2 
losses, and I draw. It seems if the 
Broncos might be marching on to 
the championship. 
down on Ohio Field, as the Broncos in their gold and white began to shine. 
The Manhattans, led by Captain Delroy Jefferson, in their full suit of blue came onto the 
field with confidence ready to demolish their opponents. But the Broncos, led by captain 
Leslie Picault had a surprise for 
them. 
Broncos Score First 
BCC's frst goal came after 25 
minutes of testing of skills on both 
teams. The goal was booted in by 
captain Leslie Picault, with assis-
tance from his brother Henry. Ap-
proximately fifteen minutes later 
Leslie booted in BCC's second 
goal, this time with assistance from 
Fernando Rodriquez. 
Later in the first half BCC full-
back Lenny Tomlinson was hurt in 
· a tackle with the Manhattan's left-
winger, and had to be taken out of 
the game. This, however, did not 
weaken the Broncos defense. 
At the end of the first half no 
goals had passed goalie Colin Ed-
wards. Bronx led 2-0. 
We Mean Business 
For the first 15 minutes of the 
second half, Manhattan, realizing 
that the Broncos meant business, 
began to apply the pressure, but 
unfortunately they could not pene-
trate the strong defense line led by 
co-captain David Brooks. 
BCC's third goal came at about 
halfway through the second half, 
on a penalty by Johnny Merchant, 
who was fouled in the penalty 
area. 
Three minutes later Johnny 
blasted another goal past the Man-
hattan goal-keeper. In the final 5 
minutes of the game the Manhat-
tans managed to get the ball in the 
Bronco's net, but then the Broncos 
had the game wrapped up. The 
final score: 4-1. 
It was only three days earlier, 
RN'S-SHARE THE 
SUNSHINE WITH US 
IN HOUSTON! 
If you are a Registered Nurse interested in practicing patient 
centered care, Northshore Medical Plaza has a challenging position 
waiting for you. Due to expansion, we have many openings in Med-
Surg and specialty areas. Presently we have both Staff Nurse and 
Head Nurse openings. 
Located in dynamic HOUSTON, Northshore Medical Plaza is a one-
hundred seventy·seven bed acute care facility. We have orientation 
programs specifically geared to the new graduate. 
WE OFFER: 
• EXCELLENT SALARY & FRINGE BENEFITS 
• RELOCATION ALLOWANCE 
• SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL 
• NO ROTATION OF SHIFTS 
• ALTERNATE WEEKENDS OFF 
• 100% TUITION REIMBURSEMENT 
• RECRUITMENT BONUS 
Please be assured that you will receive 
PERSONAL ATIENTION 
for all your relocation needs. 
We will be at your school Monday, October 31, 1977, 
to meet personally with you. Come see us at Gould 
Tech, Rm 308 from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Irene S. Heisinger 
Personnel Director 
NORTHSHORE MEDICAL PLAZA 
13131 Rockglen 
Houston, Texas 77015 
Trudy Williams 
Director of Nursing a 
